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JUDGES AND MAGISTRATES VETTING BOARD 

 

THIRD ANNOUNCEMENT 

 

DETERMINATIONS CONCERNING THE JUDGES  

OF THE HIGH COURT 

 

Friday 3rd August 2012 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

PREAMBLE 

 

1. Ladies and Gentlemen, I take this opportunity to welcome you here today. Before 

you are members of the Judges and Magistrates Vetting Board. Present with me 

today are: 

Justice (Rtd) Fred Chomba 

Justus Munyithya 

Prof. Ngotho wa Kariuki 

Abdirashid Abdulahi 

Meuledi Iseme 

Reuben Chirchir 

 

The Chairman and two other members not present here today, are out of the 

country on other assignments.   
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2. Today we are releasing the third set of determinations by the Board. The Board 

was tasked with vetting of all judicial officers who were serving on the effective 

date. The vetting process is conducted in accordance with the provisions of the 

Judges and Magistrates Vetting Board Act.  

 

3. The vetting of Court of Appeal judges has been completed, and currently vetting is 

in progress for High Court Judges. Today, the Board will announce its findings in 

relation to four judges. The Board has noted an increased participation by 

members of the public from far and wide, and the section 18 stakeholders. We 

wish to thank all of you, as it is only by such participation that the Board can 

effectively achieve its mandate. We also wish to thank the media houses for their 

continued support. The majority of complaints received touch on the competence 

and diligence of the judicial officers. A few complaints have been received 

touching on their integrity. 

 

4. The vetting process continues, and shortly a notice will be placed in the media 

indicating the dates on which the respective judges will be interviewed, as to enable 

the full participation of the public and other entities. The schedule will also be 

posted on the Boards website, www.jmvb.or.ke 

 

DETERMINATIONS 

 

The determinations of the Board are as follows; 

 

LADY JUSTICE WANJIRU KARANJA 

 

5. The judge holds a Master of Laws in Public International Law LL.M. Degree 

(Merit) obtained from the University of London in 2009, and a Bachelor of Laws 

LL.B. honors degree obtained from the University of Nairobi in 1984. She was 

http://www.jmvb.or.ke/
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admitted to the Bar in Kenya in 1984, and joined the judiciary in 1985 as a District 

Magistrate. She has risen through the ranks, serving in several stations throughout 

the country, and was appointed a Puisne Judge in 2004. In 2010 she was appointed 

to sit on the Tribunal set up to investigate the conduct of the Chairperson of the 

Truth Justice and Reconciliation Commission. The judge satisfies the 

Constitutional criteria for appointment as a Judge. 

 

6. In making its Determination the panel spent considerable time dealing with a 

complaint by a member of the public concerning his treatment by the judiciary 

when charged with publishing an alarming article in 1997.  The article was a re-

issue of a forceful article he had published nearly a decade earlier stating that the 

then President had been responsible for provoking ethnic clashes in the Rift valley. 

He testified that he had been wrongfully denied bail by the judge (then a 

magistrate) in the Kibera Magistrates Court and then for several years while his 

case was being postponed, subjected to grossly disrespectful treatment by her. 

Eventually in 2002 he was sentenced by her to six month’s imprisonment. Counsel 

for the judge commended the witness for having been one of only three publishers 

in Kenya willing during the most difficult years of One-Party rule to bring out 

material exposing state abuses. Counsel put it to the witness, however, that he was 

mistaken in attributing the unpleasant judicial behaviour to the judge since she had 

only been posted to Kibera in 2001, when she had taken over the case. The witness 

insisted that she had been the magistrate responsible from the outset. 

 

7. The court file was not accessible as it had been disposed of in the ordinary way 

that old records are dealt with. The panel was able, however, to verify from press 

reports that the initial plea and bail application had been handled by another 

magistrate and not by the Hon.  Justice Wanjiru Karanja. The panel then 

considered the charge and sentence, which the judge had, in fact, dealt with. The 

panel noted that the offence carried a maximum sentence of two years’ 
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imprisonment, while the complainant was given the minimum sentence of six 

months. The panel acknowledged and the Board accepted that her intention when 

convicting had not been to mollify the President, but to prevent the re-publication 

of material that could pose a risk of inflaming ethnic clashes in the Rift valley 

during the upcoming general elections.  

 

8. During deliberations on her suitability, concern was raised about her reliance on 

technicalities in deciding cases, and her temperament. There were instances, during 

her interview, when she came across as impatient. The Board urge’s her to work on 

her temperament, and to rely less on technicality in deciding case in line with the 

Constitutional principles. On the whole, however, the Board felt that her positive 

qualities as a judge were strong.  

 

9. After applying the objective criteria set out in the Act and balancing out all the 

different factors, the Panel recommended and the Board after extensive 

deliberation, unanimously accepted that she is suitable to continue serving as a 

judge. 

 

10. In terms of section 23(1) of the Sixth Schedule to the Constitution and sections 13, 

18, and 21 of the Vetting of Judges and Magistrates Act No. 2 of 2011, the Board 

unanimously determines that the Honourable Lady Justice Wanjiru Karanja is 

suitable to continue to serve as a judge. 

 

LADY JUSTICE JESSIE WANJIKU LESSIT 

 

11. The Judge was trained at the University of Nairobi where she obtained a Bachelor 

of Laws LL.B. Degree in 1981. She thereafter enrolled at the Kenya School of Law 

and having successfully completed her course of studies there, was admitted to the 

Roll of Advocates of the High Court of Kenya in 1983. Her Judicial career began 
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in 1982 as a District Magistrate (Professional). She progressed through the ranks as 

a Resident Magistrate, Senior Resident Magistrate, Principal Magistrate, Senior 

Principal Magistrate and reached the apex in that category in 2002 when she 

became a Chief Magistrate .Her first appointment as a Puisne Judge was in 

December 2002 and has served at various stations of the High Court and at one 

time was the Presiding Judge of the Criminal Division in Nairobi. She is presently 

at the Meru Law Courts. She has served in the Judiciary for about 30 years and ten 

years as a High Court Judge. 

 

12. The panel questioned the judge extensively with regard to a complaint presented 

by an Advocate who alleged that the judge, while sitting at Milimani Commercial 

Court presiding over High Court Civil Case No. 243 of 2008, granted orders as 

prayed in an ex-parte application brought before her under certificate of urgency. 

The order made on 7th May, 2008, had the effect of stopping all matters pending in 

High Courts at Kisumu, Kericho, Nakuru, Nairobi, Busia and Eldoret, between the 

applicant and the law firm. The judge reaffirmed the same orders ex-parte on 29th 

September, 2008 and further ordered that “all matters between the two parties, in 

the various High Courts of Kenya at Kisumu, Kericho, Nakuru, Nairobi, Busia and 

Eldoret be consolidated. 

 

13. The judge did not refute these allegations, but stated that the same was not dictated 

by ill will or malice. The Judge states that at the material time the counsel who 

appeared ex-parte convinced her that the respondents were perpetuating an 

illegality, and was attaching assets in the applicant’s offices country wide, and such 

action was affecting the applicants operations. The judge said she gave interim 

orders, and that subsequently the parties appeared in court and jointly extended the 

stay orders, and began to negotiate the dispute. The Judge admitted she made a 

mistake in granting the orders, and was remorseful. The judge stated that since the 

parties appeared together afterwards, and began to negotiate towards an out of 
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court settlement, it was her understanding then that the parties had submitted to 

the jurisdiction of the court, and had agreed to compute and tabulate fees owed in 

the Nairobi case for finality of the dispute. The Judge recognized and admitted her 

mistake, but also confirmed that pursuant thereto the parties settled the matter and 

recorded consent in the same Nairobi file she had handled, and the consent order 

compromised all the cases countrywide. 

 

14. The Panel having listened to the Judge, and having regard to the fact that the 

Advocate (complainant) had declined to appear before the Panel as a witness, 

stating that the dispute had long been settled, and he no longer wished to pursue 

the claim, found that the Judge had erred in the handling of the matter, but the 

explanation given was satisfactory in the circumstances. The matter was purely an 

advocate client dispute over fees due that had gotten out of hand(evidence was led 

by the Judge, that the advocate was executing without having taxed its bills and 

without notice) and the applicant was being ambushed unfairly, and could not 

properly ascertain where the advocate would strike next. The dispute was resolved 

amicably between the parties within the same case file that the Judge had handled.  

 

15. Another complaint by an advocate who appeared before the Panel as a witness 

leveled three complaints against the Judge.  From their statements neither advocate 

nor the judge, know the other well enough at a personal level, there were 

suspicions of animosity by each person against the other. Happily in the cause of 

these vetting proceedings each realized that the other was not after all ill-disposed 

to the other. The panel found that the complaints were unmerited. The panel 

observed that the Judge was very courteous, polite and cool tempered. 

 

16. After applying the objective criteria set out in the Act and balancing out all the 

different factors, the Panel recommended and the Board after extensive 
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deliberation, unanimously accepted that she is suitable to continue serving as a 

judge. 

 

17. In terms of section 23(1) of the Sixth Schedule to the Constitution and sections 13, 

18, and 21 of the Vetting of Judges and Magistrates Act No. 2 of 2011, the Board 

unanimously determines that the Honourable Lady Justice Jessie Wanjiku Lessit is 

suitable to continue to serve as a judge. 

 

LADY JUSTICE JEANNE WANJIKU GACHECHE 

 

18. The Honourable Justice Jeanne Wanjiku Gacheche received an LLB at the 

University of Nairobi in 1974. She went on to train under Hamilton, Harrison & 

Mathews Advocates and spent two years doing commercial work and a little bit of 

probate there. From 1986 to 2001 she was the Chief Legal Officer at the 

Agricultural Finance Corporation. From 1999 to 2001 she served as Commissioner 

of Assize, after which she was appointed to the High Court. She served in Eldoret, 

Kisii, and Kisumu before moving to Nairobi in 2008 to serve in the Judicial 

Review and Constitutional Division. At present she is the resident judge in 

Kericho.  

 

19. At her interview, the judge was questioned on matters arising from the complaints 

and provided with an opportunity to respond. The panel questioned the judge 

extensively in relation to her conduct in issuing blanket conservatory orders as 

requested by three insurance companies. The complaint against the judge was 

lodged on behalf of the Law Society of Kenya, in furtherance of a mandate from 

the LSK to protect the welfare of the public as well as the interests of the 

profession.  
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20. The complaint was that the orders of this kind were completely inappropriate 

because of their blanket nature. Furthermore, they had been issued on an ex parte 

basis for long periods of time, without the judge having taken into account 

opposing argument. The judge’s response to the complaint was brief.  

. 

21. The unprecedented, blanket orders issued by the judge had wide and adverse 

implications for thousands of claimants who had been insured by the companies 

concerned. They were prevented from accessing the benefits of the policies or 

getting any compensation that had accrued. The orders instilled doubts on the 

competence and trustworthiness of lawyers who had instituted court proceedings 

and succeeded in getting judgments in favour of their clients, but who were not 

able to execute on the judgments because of the orders. Once more, no distinction 

was made between the honest lawyers and the crooks. It severely damaged the 

careers of legal practitioners who specialized in running-down cases. It denied the 

courts an opportunity to develop a cogent jurisprudence, coupled with effective 

remedial measures that would enable the insurance industry to redeem itself from 

practices of fraud and corruption. It undermined the work of magistrates who were 

dealing with running-down claims throughout the country, giving the impression 

that all their effort in arriving at just results had come to naught without the merits 

of each case having been examined at all. Finally, it led to a general loss of faith 

and public confidence in the judiciary. 

 

22. Another complaint was made by an advocate in regard to a judgment given by the 

judge in a constitutional reference. The advocate had filed application seeking 

orders declaring that his rights had been violated when he was unlawfully arrested.  

His application was dismissed by the Judge. 

 

23. The matter is on appeal, and the Board considered that it would be inappropriate 

to delve into the merits of her decision or the process she followed. There were 
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two aspects that nevertheless called for comment. The first concerned the judge's 

understanding of what a constitutional matter was, and how constitutional 

litigation should be approached.  The limits of the judge's knowledge in this area 

were apparent. In her judgment, she states that the Kenyan courts have held that if 

there is a clash between private rights and the public interest, the public interest 

must prevail. (It should be noted that she said this last year, under the new 

dispensation.) Even under the old constitutional dispensation, the courts had never 

simplified the issue in this way, which unduly and in blanket fashion influences the 

balancing process in favour of state power. When asked to explain the principle of 

proportionality, which lies at the heart of resolving the tension between public and 

private interests, she was unable to do so.  

 

24. The second aspect said to call for comment was the complete absence in her 

judgment of any expression of concern that the advocate could have been locked 

up for all that time, deprived of access to his family, forced to pay for his car being 

towed and only taken to court late the next afternoon. These were not issues in 

dispute on the affidavits. Whether or not they raised a constitutional matter or 

entitle an advocate to damages is a matter that can be left to the Court of Appeal. 

One would, however, have expected the judge, if she had approached the matter 

with an open mind sensitive to the new constitutional values, to have expressed 

some concern about the treatment that had been meted out by law enforcement 

officers to the advocate. Lawyers are not entitled to any special treatment. But he 

had advised them that he was an advocate and that he was asserting a right not to 

obey an unlawful order. He was clearly not a hooligan and was unlikely to evade 

appearing in court. 

 

25. In a further matter, the complainant, alleged that he inherited a property from his 

mother in 1985, long after he had been separated from his wife. The property was 

registered in his name, as was a car which he possessed. The complainant stated 
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that when they were divorced in 2006 the judge misinterpreted and misapplied the 

law by awarding 80% of the property and 50% of the value of the car to his former 

wife.  

 

26. This matter was on appeal and there were hotly contested issues of fact into which 

the Board cannot delve. In the interview, the judge explained that the decision was 

based on evidence given by the former wife to the effect that she had bought the 

house and land jointly with her mother-in-law, but out of respect for her mother-

in-law, had not had herself registered as joint owner. As mentioned above, we do 

not feel that it would be appropriate to make any finding in this regard.   

 

27. However, the judge was questioned concerning her understanding of how the law 

operated in this area. In the course of being interviewed on this complaint, the 

judge was asked if she could explain the Echaria case. She was able to state that it 

was a much criticized decision of the Court of Appeal holding that non-financial or 

material contributions made by the wife, such as maintaining the home in decent 

condition, could not be taken into account in determining what her proprietary 

interest in the home was. This was a satisfactory answer. 

 

28. There were two other matters in which serious complaints had been made against 

the judge, both backed up by full witness statements. The first dealt with alleged 

fraudulent misappropriation of monies from a client when she had been working 

as Counsel for the Agricultural Finance Corporation. The second related to a 

matter where she had allegedly aided a powerful investor in getting constructions 

of the complainant knocked down during the Easter weekend, with, as the 

complainant put it, the bulldozers being ready at the very hour the order was made.  

 

29. In both matters, however, despite undertakings to appear before the Board, the 

witnesses did not turn up. In the one matter the witness phoned to advise of non-
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attendance, and in the other the witness didn't answer his cell phone and could not 

be traced at his home, despite diligent enquiry.  

 

30. The non-appearance was unfortunate. In the absence of the judge having had an 

opportunity to question the witnesses, these two complaints were completely ruled 

out from consideration. 

 

31. Her performance in the three insurance matters had a vast impact over a period of 

two years, and must inevitably have profoundly dented public confidence in the 

judiciary. Indeed, many policy-holders, claimants and their advocates were vocal in 

different fora in expressing their anger.  

 

32. What links the complaints against her is a failure to comprehend and respond to 

the needs and experiences of ordinary people. She has used her judicial powers in 

an inappropriate manner that had extensive negative impact on thousands of 

people. Though willing to acknowledge that she might in fact have been wrong in 

certain technical respects, she showed no understanding that she had failed to 

attune her general approach to the text and spirit of the new Constitution. The 

orders had a devastating effect on thousands of claimants, a large number of 

lawyers and eroded public confidence in the judicial process. She has shown little 

capacity for introspection and acknowledgement of the seriousness of her 

indefensible judicial conduct in the insurance matters.  

 

33. The Board wishes to state that it found neither any suggestion of corruption on the 

part of the judge, nor any proof that she had compromised her integrity. At the 

interview, the judge's demeanour was good.  She was polite and respectful. No 

concerns were raised regarding temperament. The judge filed her wealth 

declaration forms and they revealed nothing untoward.  
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34. The Panel referred their recommendation to the Board. The Board gave serious 

consideration to a suggestion that it point out the deficiencies of the judge and give 

her an opportunity to make corrections. The dominant feeling, however, was that 

the Board could not permit such a course. The judge's conduct had been too 

flagrant in its manner, too extensive in its reach and too public in its impact. The 

inadequacy of her response to complaints against her in the insurance matters had 

been pronounced and her actions had severely damaged public confidence in the 

judiciary.  

 

35. After applying the objective criteria set out in the Act and balancing out all the 

relevant factors, a majority of eight to one found the judge unsuitable to continue 

serving on the Bench.  

 

36. In terms of section 23(1) of the Sixth Schedule to the Constitution and sections 13, 

18, and 21 of the Vetting of Judges and Magistrates Act No. 2 of 2011, the Board 

determines that the Honourable Justice Jeanne Wanjiku Gacheche is not suitable 

to continue serving as a judge. 

 

37. The Board wishes to draw the attention of the judge to the provision of section 22 

of the Vetting of Judges and Magistrates Act, which provides the right to apply for 

review and the grounds upon which the judge may seek a review before the Board. 

 

JUSTICE AMRAPHAEL MBOGHOLI MSAGHA 

 

38. The Judge graduated and obtained a Bachelor of Law LL.B. Upper Second Class 

Honors degree from University of Daresalam in 1976 and was admitted to the Bar 

in 1978. Thereafter he went into private practice in Mombasa, and was appointed a 

Judge in 1987 at the young age of 34. He meets the constitutional criteria for 

appointment as a Judge.     
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39. The judge was questioned at length in regard to a complaint based on a three 

bench judgment in the case of NAIROBI MISC. APPLICATION NO. 302 OF 

2000 STEPHEN MWAI GACHIENGO & ALBERT MUTHEE KAHURIA 

VS REPUBLIC. This was a Constitutional reference decided by Justice Msagha, 

Justice Mitey who retired from the bench in 2003 and Justice Mulwa who sits on 

the Court of Justice of the East African Community. The judgment disbanded 

Kenya Anti-Corruption Authority (KACA) an organization that was established to 

fight corruption by investigating and prosecuting the same.  The Complainant 

averred that some of the conclusions in the judgment were perverse; that declaring 

the entire body of KACA unconstitutional was excessive; and that the quality of 

judicial reasoning in the judgment was pathetic. 

 

40. The judges in the matter held that “The provisions in Cap 65 establishing 

KACA are unconstitutional and in conflict with the spirit and provisions of 

the Constitution especially section 26 thereof. It is also unconstitutional and 

contrary to the principle of separation of powers for KACA to be headed by a 

High Court Judge; and finally that the sanction by the Attorney General to 

this prosecution is not valid under the Constitution.” This had the effect of 

holding that the Attorney General could not donate its powers of prosecution to 

another entity, and thus any prosecutions initiated by KACA were illegal. The 

complaint was thus that this judgment had reversed the fight against corruption. 

 

41. After reading the response filed by the Judge and listening to him during the 

interview, the panel was unanimous, and the Board upheld the panel’s view that 

the ruling was fair and properly grounded in law, and further determined that the 

notion that the fight against corruption was reversed by the said judgment was 

incorrect. The judgment stressed that the Attorney General had to urgently take 

over the initiated corruption cases and go ahead and prosecute the suspects. The 

Attorney General did not appeal the decision, and indeed went ahead to prosecute 
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corruption cases. Following this decision too, the government took steps to put in 

place proper structures to combat corruption by enacting the Kenya Anti-

Corruption Commission Act which was used to investigate and prosecute several 

anti-corruption cases. 

 

42. The judge was also questioned by the Board in relation to the ruling in 

ELECTION PETITION NO. 1 0F 1998, KIBAKI VS MOI & ANOTHER,  

a two judge matter. The Respondents, the then President Moi and the Electoral 

Commission of Kenya, filed an application to strike out the Election petition on 

the grounds that the election petition was not personally served on the 

Respondents as required by law. The Petitioner Mwai Kibaki opposed the 

application and claimed it was not possible to serve the 1st respondent as he was 

the sitting President, no explanation was given as to why the 2nd respondent was 

not served. The Judges struck out the election petition on the ground that the 

petition was not personally served on the respondents, noting that no attempt 

whatsoever had been made to serve the respondents. The panel was not fully 

persuaded as to the objectivity displayed by the Court. The panel felt that the 

Judges had over relied on technicality to protect the respondents. The judge 

however explained that the High Court is bound by precedents set by the Court of 

Appeal, and at that time the courts greatly relied on technicality in determining 

cases. The Judge admitted that regrettably many citizens had suffered in the courts 

due to such over reliance on technicalities. He showed remorse and an 

understanding of the ramifications of a judiciary heavily bent on technism over 

justice. He confirmed that if he was to decide the matter today, he would not rely 

on technicalities. The panel observed, and the Board agreed, that the Judge has 

undergone a mindset change, was progressive and has embraced the Constitution. 

 

43. The Panel finally noted that the Judge has greatly contributed to the development 

of jurisprudence in Kenya, and commended him for the judgment in which he held 
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that every accused person has the right to access witness statements before trial 

and that failure to do so amounts to a mistrial. This shut the door on trial by 

ambush in criminal cases which was the norm in Kenya at the time. 

  

44. After applying the objective criteria set out in the Act and balancing out all the 

different factors, the Panel recommended and the Board after extensive 

deliberation, unanimously accepted that he is suitable to continue serving as a 

judge. 

 

45. In terms of section 23(1) of the Sixth Schedule to the Constitution and sections 13, 

18, and 21 of the Vetting of Judges and Magistrates Act No. 2 of 2011, the Board 

unanimously determines that the Honourable Justice Amraphael Mbogholi Msagha 

is suitable to continue to serve as a judge. 

 

 

 

DELIVERED BY THE BOARD IN PUBLIC IN NAIROBI ON THE 3RD DAY 

OF AUGUST 2012. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


